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Economic growth, modernization and the energy revolution
Economic growth tends to be very energy intensive especially in early stages

Organic economies (subject to photosynthetic and land constraint) replaced by fossil fuels



Energy transition from crops and fuel wood to fossil fuels
Transitions take decades to play out

Coal does not displace biomass as dominant source until 1900, oil replaces coal in 1960s



Energy transitions increase total consumption of  energy
Cheaper energy increases consumption and encourages new uses

New sources complement rather than substitute existing sources in early/mid stages



Energy revolution is only just beginning for much of  world population
Consumers in middle/lower-income nations use fraction of  energy in high-income countries

Fast-growing economies will account for most global consumption growth in 21st century



Energy transitions are driven by long-term social and economic forces
Economics and rather than politics
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Gas is replacing coal as dominant fuel for heating and power generation
Gas is superior fuel in most respects

Coal has lost traditional price advantage as a result of  shale revolution and LNG

Gas advantages

❖ Complete combustion

❖ No waste (ash, slag)

❖ No particulate pollution

❖ No mercury/sulphur pollution

❖ Pipeline distribution

❖ Easier handling

❖ Cheaper, faster power plant building

❖ Greater flexibility

❖ Faster ignition

❖ Quick dispatch

❖ Load-following

❖ Complement intermittent generation

❖ LNG improves long-distance maritime 

transport

Coal advantages

❖ Cost

❖ Geographical distribution

❖ Supply security

❖ Fuel security

❖ Long-distance maritime 

transportation



Gas revolution: “the golden age of  gas”
Gas is replacing coal for economic reasons rather than politics

Global shift rather than national

Shale revolution
more availability and cheaper fuel

Combined cycle gas turbines
increased efficiency in power generation

LNG
long distance ocean-shipping

Urban pollution concerns
reduced air pollution especially in cities

Climate concerns
reduced CO2 emissions



Gas has been growing share of  power generation since early 1990s
Growth pre-dates shale revolution and tougher climate change policies



Gas and coal-fired generation both increased until 2007
Increased electricity consumption accommodated both gas and coal



Slowdown in electricity growth sharpened gas-on-coal competition
Gas would have eventually started to squeeze coal’s share of  power generation



Electricity consumption growth has been decelerating for decades
In static generation market, growing share for gas must come at expense of  coal

Shift has been sustained and accelerated by shale revolution keeping gas prices low



Gas production on clear upward trajectory from 2006
Shale revolution has unlocked previously inaccessible deposits in tight rock formations

Combination, maturation and widespread deployment of  two long-established technologies



Gas production has grown at fastest rate for decades, despite low prices
Learning by doing, standardization, manufacturing approach, economies of  scale



U.S. power producers’ gas consumption has been surging
But gas production has been growing even faster

Reduced imports from Canada and surplus gas available for export



United States shifts from increasing gas importer to increasing exporter
“Peak gas” anxiety of  2005 becomes “molecules of  freedom” by 2019



Role of  gas storage is gradually changing
Shale can respond to price changes in year or less

Gas market is moving from closed (national) to open (international) system



Exports provide additional flexibility for market balancing
Over- and under-supply increasingly balance through trade as well as inventory changes



Gas price volatility has generally fallen
Balancing across a bigger international market rather than a smaller national one

Pricing basis is shifting from national inventories to LNG market



Global energy consumption projected to continue rising through 2050
Fastest growth in developing countries

All sources of  energy likely to be needed to meet demand growth



Gas plus renewables will meet extra energy demand in OECD to 2050 
Gas consumption set to rise +14% while renewables increase +85% by 2050

Coal and oil consumption falls in OECD by mid-century

CAGR 2020-2050

Oil: -0.2%

Gas: +0.5%

Coal: -0.8%

Nuclear: -0.4%

Other: +2.3%



Gas is set to play even more important role in non-OECD countries
Gas consumption projected to rise almost +70% by 2050 (CAGR +1.7%)

Renewables output will almost triple (CAGR +3.5%)

CAGR 2020-2050

Oil: +1.2%

Gas: +1.7%

Coal: +0.6%

Nuclear: +3.0%

Other: +3.5%



Long-term issues

Supply side

❖ Scaling up tight gas production

❖ Transferring shale tech to new 

plays/basins

❖ Transferring shale tech to new 

countries

❖ Argentina, Russia, China

❖ Carbon capture and storage 

deployment

❖ Methane leaks and flaring

Demand side

❖ Gas import security (China)

❖ Economic vulnerability

❖ National security risks

❖ LNG and SLOCs

❖ Electricity and gas systems fusion

❖ Clean technology integration

❖ Renewables, batteries, energy 

storage

❖ Bridge fuel? CCUS?



Conclusions (1)

Energy system always in transition

Transitions driven by long-term economic and social forces rather than politics

Uptake of new energy sources and technologies follows logistic or S-curve

Transitions usually play out over decades (50 years plus)

New energy sources increase total consumption by making energy cheaper and

allowing it to be used in new ways

New sources are normally additive rather than substitutive at least in the early

and mid-stages

Legacy sources can continue growing in absolute terms for decades even as

their market share shrinks

Unmet global energy demand will require significant growth in energy from all

or almost all sources over next 30 years



Conclusions (2)

Gas set to become an increasingly important part of global energy mix

Gas likely to displace coal in electricity generation for reasons of cost and

convenience as well as pollution and climate concerns

Gas will complement renewables in electricity system – at least for the next few

decades

Gas consumption set to rise in absolute and relative terms through mid-century

Gas dependence will create new source of insecurity for importing nations

How to square rising global gas consumption with climate change goals?


